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This is the model adopted by the Manchester Partnership1. 

 

 

 

We suggest a model, that although different in some respects, has some 

important similarities: 

 

                                       
1  Manchester Partnership (2011)  State of the City 2011/12 Report. 
http://www.manchesterpartnership.org.uk/downloads/file/107/chapters_1-
3_foreword_executive_summary_introduction_and_context 

Success - stable and 
mutually supportive 
population, living 
healthy and fulfilling 
lives, with enough of 
the things to make this 
possible in pleasant 
places.. 

 Supported by a 
healthy ecosystem 
and a bioregional 
economy that 
functions well within 
ecological limits 

Sharing the work and 
equipped to do it well 

Green and socially 
inclusive neighbourhoods. 

Individual and collective self-
esteem, mutual aid and respect 



Narrative for the Manchester PartnNarrative for the Manchester PartnNarrative for the Manchester PartnNarrative for the Manchester Partnership model:ership model:ership model:ership model:    

“The three arrows at the centre of the diagram are the strategy’s core drivers. 

They take the economic success illustrated on the left of the diagram, and 

connect it to the better outcomes for Manchester people described on the 

right. The arrows are called spines because they cut through and support all 

the actions that need to be taken in order to address Manchester’s priorities. 

The prerequisite to the spines is to create the conditions for sustainable 

economic success and growth.” 

NarrativeNarrativeNarrativeNarrative for the Steady State Manchester model: for the Steady State Manchester model: for the Steady State Manchester model: for the Steady State Manchester model:    

“The three arrows at the centre of the diagram are the strategy’s core 

processes and intermediate outcomes. They rest on the foundation the processes and intermediate outcomes. They rest on the foundation the processes and intermediate outcomes. They rest on the foundation the processes and intermediate outcomes. They rest on the foundation the 

earth’s ecosystems give us, which we nurture, and the locally centred earth’s ecosystems give us, which we nurture, and the locally centred earth’s ecosystems give us, which we nurture, and the locally centred earth’s ecosystems give us, which we nurture, and the locally centred 

economeconomeconomeconomy of our city and surrounding area y of our city and surrounding area y of our city and surrounding area y of our city and surrounding area - takingtakingtakingtaking the economic success 

includedincludedincludedincluded on the left of the diagram.  They connect these foundationsThey connect these foundationsThey connect these foundationsThey connect these foundations to the 

better outcomes for Manchester people described on the right. The arrows 

are called spines because they cut through and support all the actions that 

need to be taken in order to address Manchester’s priorities.  The spines The spines The spines The spines 

help to create the conditions for a society that is worth living in where we all help to create the conditions for a society that is worth living in where we all help to create the conditions for a society that is worth living in where we all help to create the conditions for a society that is worth living in where we all 

have enough.have enough.have enough.have enough.  T  T  T  Thhhhe e e e curved curved curved curved arrowarrowarrowarrow    at the bottom indicates the impact of our at the bottom indicates the impact of our at the bottom indicates the impact of our at the bottom indicates the impact of our 

lifestlifestlifestlifestyles on both ecosystem and economy, and our responsibility to plan, yles on both ecosystem and economy, and our responsibility to plan, yles on both ecosystem and economy, and our responsibility to plan, yles on both ecosystem and economy, and our responsibility to plan, 

protect and nurture.protect and nurture.protect and nurture.protect and nurture.” 
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